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Series Description

This series consists of National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Headquarters Office of Education files on the Teacher-In-Space Program (TISP) and Educator Astronaut program supporting policy studies and analysis; files on program development; correspondence, and memoranda between NASA officials, private sources, and other U.S. Government agencies; records of official meetings; oral histories and speeches given before various organizations.
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Specifically, this series contains correspondence files; reports; meeting files; speeches; formulation of selection criteria for Educator Astronauts; formation of Educator Astronaut program; and background material on Teacher-In-Space Program (TISP).

**General Notes**

NASA official records relating to the Space Shuttle program are held in the National Archives at College Park, MD (HQ); Atlanta, GA (MSFC, KSC, NSTL/SSC, and MAF); and Ft. Worth, TX (JSC).
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**Box and folder list**

**Box 1**
Brochures
Teacher-in-space Notebook 1
Teacher-in-space – Notebook 2

**Box 2**
Educator Astronaut Evaluation Team – Blue Ribbon Panel Criteria 7/9/2003 version (from floppy)
Barbara Morgan
Statement of Work + Blue Ribbon Panel
Metcalf-Lindenberger, Dottie
Arnold, Ricky
Acaba, Joe
1-8-03 Team Meeting – Chair – Loston
11/14/02 Meeting with Sean O’Keefe
10/17/02 Admin. Packet given to Paul Pastorek
Astronaut classifications – CFR Research (Payload Specialists, SFPs, etc)
Code N EMS Subcommittee (Packet Handed Out)
9/19/02 Presentation to OMB by Frank Owens
12/6/02 Team meeting – Chair – Loston
9/13/02 Briefing to Code N Transition Team
9/5/02 AESP PDC Presentation
12/03/02 NGO Briefing @ Holiday Inn
9/3/02 Briefing for Astronaut Office (Houston)
Code N EMS Subcommittee
8/1/02, Rich Cooper @ Code N Transition Team Meeting
Code N Transition Team Pres. Aug 1, 2002 EMS Program
Space Ambassadors – Research from History Office

**Box 3**
TIS Larry Bilbrough Space Ambassadors Barbara Morgan
Teacher in Space
TFS NCCW-5
Contract
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